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First act drum set parts

Image not available forColor: First Act Discovery Acoustic &amp; Electronic Drum Set Review First Act Discovery is a subsidiary of the First Act and offers several lines of both acoustic and electronic drum sets for children aged three to nine. All images are the property of First Act Discovery. First Act Musical Instruments First Act, founded in 1997, is a
popular guitar producer who created First Act Discovery to offer the same quality of musical instruments to children. First Act Discovery primarily markets both acoustic and electric guitars and drums, as well as keyboards and microphones. While the most popular First Act Discovery drum set is the 4-piece, first act also offers larger sets, such as the 5-piece
depicted on the left. The electronic drum sets of the First Act are also highly sought after. For the entire First Act Discovery line, view the products below. In addition to the products, First Act Discovery has also created various educational assistants to assist in the drums and musical development of children who use drums. Pictured below are the acoustic
drum sets and electronic drum pads produced by First Act Discovery. First Act Marching Band Kit First Act Digital Drum Set Three Piece Drum Set 5-Pad Digital Drum-pad Light Up Drum Set Pink Digital Drumpad Electronic Drumsticks 8-Pad Digital Kit Something to Add? Did you buy a First Act set for your child? Let us know in the comments section below
© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. They can also help children develop motor skills and learn about music, which can be a resource to prepare them for school and beyond. These drum sets and kits can be purchased for young children to start learning the art of percussion. At what age are these drum sets appropriate? The First Act wants to be exactly what
its name sounds like. Drum sets are designed for children from 3 to 8 years old. There is no need for parents to wait for their child to be a pretext to allow their children to cultivate a love of drums. As soon as they can hold the chopsticks, they can be considered ready to learn the skill on a First Act battery.Are the drum sets durable? Drum sets are intended
for heavy use that children can bring to their playing time. The hardwood and metal construction is built to withstand well the punishment of an initial drummer. First Act was the starting set for many future skilled drummers, and they are familiar with the way children learn and play. Are the sets available in different designs and colors? First Act produces drum
sets in a variety of designs and colors. Some of the drawings feature some of the favorite cartoon and TV characters among children. The drawings are numerous, but some are also limited editions. Parents able to find a suitable design for their initial drummer. Are accessories included with drums? Le Le are available with a wide variety of accessories and
drums. Depending on the drum kit your parents purchased, the sets can include a hi-hat and crash/ride cylints, a tuning key, tom drum, snare drum, tuneable drum heads, wands, and a bass drum with a California pedal. They also have instruction manuals written by a music educator to help children start playing immediately. The stools will be sold
separately unless otherwise indicated on the kit. Does the First Act have electronic drum sets? Yes, they do. First Act offers a variety of electronic drum sets equipped with the components beginners need to reproduce their new craft on a PA system. These electronic sets produce realistic drum sounds. First Act offers a 14V adapter for portable amplifiers, but
others can be purchased from online stores or local retailers. Content provided for informational purposes only. eBay is not affiliated with or approved by the First Act. €15Five-piece Drum Set DOOGS€3Chain Sprocket Rim 325-7 Model 7 Tooth Replacement for Chainsaw€5ECO OBD2 Economy Fuel Fit Box Chip For Vehicles Fuel This website or its third-
party tools use cookies, which are necessary for its operation and necessary to achieve the goals set out in the cookie policy. If you want to know more or withdraw your consent from all or some of the cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling through this page, clicking on a link or continuing to browse in another way, you
accept the use of cookies. 7-PIECE BATTERY [A] 12 Snare Drum [B] 10 Tom Drum [C] 13 Floor Tom Drum [D] 18 Bass Drum CYMBALS [E] 12 Hi-hat Cymbals (2) [F] 14 Crash Cymbal STANDS / HARDWARE / DRUM HEADS [G] Snare Stand [H] Hi-hat Stand [I] Cymbal Stand [J] Bass Drum Pedal w/ Felt Beater [K] Tom Mounting Arm w/ Memory Clamp [L]
Bass Drum Spurs (2) [L.1] Retractable Chiosted Rubberdata [M] Floor Tom Legs (3) [N] Granite tension rods with washers (12) [O] Claws of the garnet rim (12) [P] Rims for grancassa (2) [Q] Long-voltage rods with/ Washers (10) [R] Short voltage rods with washers (10) [S] Drum tuning button [T] 18 Ebony resonant front drum head [U] 18 Clear Batter Side
Back Drum Head [V] 10-5 hole , 13-5 holes, Hoops [W] 10 Clear Drum Head (2) [X] 13 Clear Drum Head (2) 01-01-2008, 05:24 #1 no, it's not mine. Yes, I tried to convince him otherwise (well his father paid him). but a younger beginner drummer I know from the church bought an md700 first act from walmart for $190. it's a 4-piece battery with hats and an
accident. 1st question: Can I understand the size of the drums to guess educated ... I was just wondering what wood was made and how many layers it was. just curious question: I had to go to his house to set up and tune his battery. if I replace the stock heads with the more decent ones will play considerably better? and if so, what kind of heads? My third
question is the most important question. I did. better tune in to the battery, but the 10 tom is giving me a problem I've never seen before. the head is noticeably larger than the drum, so when I tried to tune it in, no matter how loose or narrow I feel a corner of the head is wrinkled. Yes, I made sure to break the glue heads, and I started more than 2 times with
similar results. any help with any of these questions will be greatly appreciated 01-01-2008, 05:55 #2 Product features: - 16 x 18 bass drum - 8 x 10 tom mounted - 13 x 13 floor tom - 4 x 13 drum snare - Twin spring chain drive bass drum pedal - Single dual lug system - Protective casing resistant in deep red color - Shells Multi-ply wood drum - Adjustable
hardware - Hi-hat plate pair - Crash plate with stand - Chain bass drum pedal - Durable deep red casing finish - Height adjustable drum seat Includes: Drum Key 1 Pair of rod assembly instructions which is all the information I could find about it.... if you replace the standard heads, they will play better, but they probably won't play too well yet 01-01-2008,
06:29 #3 I already knew most of this information and your answer doesn't really answer any of my questions. but thank you anyway they sound pretty bad. I just want to know what heads I can get, so it's not as bad as it is now 01-01-2008, 09:57 #4 1st question - no clue. 2nd question: any kit will play a little better with non-stock heads. But remember, it's still
a First Act. 3rd Question - not a question! 01-01-2008, 10:32 #5 first act drums are the biggest tragedy in music. Period. Sonor Force 3005 Sunburst (10,12,14ft,16ft,22) Pearl Vision VLX Ruby Fade (8.10,12,14ft,16ft,22) Paiste Alpha Cymbals All Pearl Hardware and pedals 01-01-2008, 10:49 am #6 I own one. Through on some pinstripe, tune them in and
get a decent sound kit, especially if you replace the resounds. It's not a bad kit to start with, but it's not good to keep for long. Mine served me for 3 years until I received my Tayes for Christmas this year. They may sound good. As for lace and wooden make-up, I have no idea. As for the 10, it's more than likely out of shift. I had a 16-man tom from a First Acts
friend for a while, and it was horribly out of the loop. There really isn't a remedy for this. 01-01-2008, 11:12 #7 evans EC2s are a good choice that I usually recommend to beginner level kits. pinstripe might work tho, because it's not like you're sacrificing a lot. plies are made of what beginner drum kit manufacturers call hardwood. it's really just plywood with a
bit of tone, maybe a bit of poplar or low, but I doubt you'll see all this most beginner level drums plead only for a base on which to put two heads, and the dynamics of a drum still work eventho the wood may seem... You know. the size of the drum should be 10 consistent unless it's one of those crazy kits with with Size. sometimes the heads don't fit at all, so
I'd try another one. I've been using this forum for quite some time, I took a break from 2010 to the end of 2012. Hoping to be more active again! 01-01-2008, 2:15 p.m#8 for all answers so far. so as for the third question, it's most likely the drum and not the drum head, which means that even though I have a different drum head it still doesn't fit the drum.
Sucks... by the way I had a guy at the GC suggest dipping the 10 tom drum shell into the water to solve the problem. is it just me or is this the most ridiculous suggestion to the problem? 01-01-2008, 14:26 #9 1. compensated lol jk idk 2. I'm sure it would play better, but you should really just replace set 3. grab the tom and throw it at a machine 01-01-2008,
2:32 pm #10 I honestly wouldn't spend money to replace the heads, especially if you're going to do the resonants too. If you do, you're looking at almost $100 to replace them, this if you include at least one head of a crab. It doesn't make financial sense as the kit only costs $190, and honestly new heads will only slightly improve the sound, not enough to be
worth the cost. Like the old saying says, you can't polish an asshole. 01-01-2008, 2.37pm #11 Originally published by Guardian01 btw I had a guy at the GC suggest dipping tom's 10 battery shell into the water to fix the problem. is it just me or is this the most ridiculous suggestion to the problem? yes, it's going to work fine. Remove all heads and hardware,
soak it in water with 2 teaspoons of salt for 24 hours, then exote it and let it dry for two days in the sun. Then he assembles all the hardware, slaps some new heads and voila... KayAun Originally published as EXHUMED Good thing you guys are just America's hat. Originally published as space_jeff wrong, America is the :D 01-01-2008, 15:06 #12 If the drum
is deformed, ask the father to raise it for a replacement. In the meantime, check out GC's Sound Percussion or PDP kits or use things on craigslist and pass the best alogs to your father. This summer I played a sound percussion kit at the GC which was well tuned, and looked pretty good. It was on sale for $150 for a 4-piece. Ludwig Oyster Black Pearl 20-
12-16 of the 1960s; Data club - OBP 20-12-14, 14; OBP - 20,12,14 Gretsch USA Walnut 18x16 bass x 2, 22-12-13-14-16; Renowned 8-10-12-14-14-16-22; RN2 - 24, 13, 16 Gretsch 60's RB kit in Red Glass Glitter – 20-12-14-14 FOR SALE: Pearl WMP Fiberglass 14-16-16 toms toms
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